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Certified Seed - A Growing Industry

Dale Williams
Manager - Arizona Crop Improvement Association

If you need to define certified seed in a few short words, you might say it's a controlled high
quality planting seed. The control because it's not an accident, but the efforts of a certifying
agency, like the Arizona Crop Improvement Association, and a lot of dedicated seedsmen who depend on the
quality as part of their reputation.

Certification has grown into an international system of inspections and records that are designed
to maintain the genetic purity and identity of each variety of planting seed. This system also insures
purity standards which indicate that officially labeled seeds are within maximum tolerances for noxious
weed seeds, other crop seeds and diseases that affect seed quality and germination. Physiological
standards such as minimum percent germination are also maintained by the certification programs.

Although the history of certifying agencies goes back to the early 1900's, it was in 1933 that the
Arizona organization was first formed. Since that time the Arizona Crop Improvement Association - ACIA
has grown considerably. This has forced some organizational changes but the philosophy and rules con-
cerning the quality of certified seed has under gone relatively few modifications.

The past ten years (1969 - 1979) has been the greatest period of growth for ACIA. This is undoubt-
edly due to the recognition by seedsmen that Arizona has a unique climate of long warm and dry growing
seasons, restricted insect problems and controllable water applications. A climate that is ideal for
the production of high quality planting seed of certain crop varieties.

The cotton seed industry has realized these advantages as many large seed companies from the
southern states now have a portion of their seed production program in Arizona. Cotton acreage in the
ACIA seed certification program has grown from 3,310 acres in 1969 to nearly 60,000 acres in 1979.
Most people readily agree that cotton seed produced in Arizona is among the highest quality available
in the world.

Other seed crops such as okra also seem well suited to Arizona's climate. Certified okra seed
first produced in 1977 in Arizona reached a peak of nearly 1000 acres the following year. Wheat ranks
second in Arizona with about 6,000 acres of certified seed compared to less than a thousand 10 years
ago. Arizona and especially the Yuma area has long been recognized as one of the major regions of
certified bermudagrass seed production with a growth from less than 3,000 acres in 1969 to nearly
4,000 acres in 1979. The production of barley, oats, alfalfa, safflower, sorghum, millet, soybeans
and pasture grass also retain an active part of Arizona's certified seed production program.

The growth of ACIA and the Arizona certified seed program during the past ten years is quite
impressive if you look at total acreage of all crops, (see graph below). In 1969 the combined acreage
of all certified seed crops was 16,184 compared to the 1979 total of 71,497 acres. This increase is
undoubtedly related to the advantages of the Arizona climate, for quality planting seed production and
the demand, by farmers, for higher quality seed to match their precision planting equipment. Planting
seed represents only a small percentage of the total cost of producing a crop in todays agricultural
program. Selection of planting seed is one of the most important decisions a farmer makes, it is a
good investment to purchase the highest quality seed possible. Some good advice is to purchase your
planting seed from a reliable seed dealer and for added assurance, ask for Arizona grown Certified
Seed, which is represented by a blue certified tag.
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